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I. Answer the following questions in detail :        (2 < 15 = 30)

: k,< ’ ×�Z[ .I

1. Describe  Diabetes,  mention  its  types,  causes,  clinical  features,  required

investigations and line of management and treatment in detail.

fc*ûÅ-zŸs#™DƒñÔfc*ûÆZlxÔZò[zuk,~S:]Ô 1X

k,<X ’ )¢zgtÔfc*û]~»Zßw´`Zzg´`×

2. Describe  Hepatitis  in  detail.  Explain  its  types,  causes,  clinical features,

line of management and treatment of Hepatitis in detail.

zgxµ5åEÅ°pzÂ±Òy™DƒñZkÆZò[ÔZlxÔ´â]Ôuk,~S:]Ô 2X

k,<X ’ Zßw´`z´`!*5
II. Answer the following questions in brief :         (10 < 5 = 50)

: k,< ’ qgzfs6,¿âF .II

1. Write  down  the  causes of  Cholelithiasis, mention its predisposing factors,

clinical features and line of management.

y>%Zg{ÆZò[Ô!h4ïEEúZïÔuk,~S:]ZzgZßw´’̀k,<X 1X

2. Write down the causes, symptoms and treatment of Sue Mizaj-e-Meda.

’̀k,<X ´ zg Z ÎY'×Z`n{ÆZò[Ô´â] 2X
3. Describe  the  types,  causes,  clinical  features  and  line  of  management of

Dubela-e-Kabid.

ŠIµ5åEÆZlxÔZò[Ôuk,~S:]ZzgZßw´’̀k,<X 3X



4. Describe   Haematuria,   mention   its   etiology,   line  of  management  and

treatment.

1wZ−xÅzŸs#™DƒñZnZò[ÔZßw´`Zzǵ’̀k,<X 4X
5. What is meant by Uraemia? Explain its causes, clinical features and line of

management.
$g+ê
G
O1àÐH%ZŠì?ZnZò[Ôuk,~S:]ZzgZßw´’̀k,<X 5X

6. Describe   Cushing   Syndrome,  elucidate  its  clinical  features  and  line  of

management.

´[±k5ë IEYÅzŸs#™DƒñZnuk,~S:]ZzgZßw´`’k,<X 6X

7. Describe  the  causes  of  Obesity.  Write  down its  predisposing  factors,

principles of management and treatment.

‡GoÆZò[Ô!h4ïEEúZïÔZßw´`Zzg´’̀k,<X 7X

8. Describe  the  clinical  features,  complications  and  line  of  management of

Haemophilia.

4,sZ−x'×ZYÆuk,~S:]ÔúZgŸ]ZzgZßw´’̀k,<X 8X
9. Write  down  the  etiology  of  Ascites,  describe  its  line  of  management  and

treatment.

Z‡Yi¹ÆZò[ZzgZk»Zßw´`z´’̀k,<X 9X
10. What is meant by Flatulance? Describe its causes, symptoms and treatment.

Ï)$§@î
EEEGZÅ.›å{(ÐH%ZŠì?ZnZò[Ô´â]Zzǵ’̀k,<X 01X

III. Write short notes on the following questions :         (10 < 2 = 20)

: ¿�Z[Š£ .III

1. Define Jaundice and its types.

k,‡yÅ°pZzgZnZlxsX 1X

2. Define Dysentery and its types.

iªÅ°pZzgZnZlxsX 2X

3. Write down the causes of Fissure in Ano.

°tZÅ.©›å GÆZò[CØX 3X
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4. What is Fawaq? Write down its causes.

¯Zt£ë÷?ZnZò[sX 4X

5. Write down the Usool-e-Ilaj of Melaena.

',ZiZ−x»Zßw´`sX 5X

6. Write down the treatment of Hyper-acidity.

Ò]êqn~»´`sX 6X

7. Define Zoaf Baah. Explain its line of management.

ü!*{Å°pZzgZßw´`sX 7X

8. Write down the causes of Goitre.

¨§ÆZò[sX 8X

9. Write down the symptoms of Renal Calculi.

y>çÅ´â]sX 9X

10. What is Bol-e-Zulali? Write down its causes.

X 1wiÑàHì?ZnZò[s 01X

______________
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